Editorial Comment:

Line 128...farmers (43.00%) were in the age range of 40-49 years, with a mean age of 49.10 years and 48.33 years

Check the average age...if the age spread is from 40-49 the mean value cannot be 49.1...must be a typo

Line 251 ..."labour" change to labor

Line 272...delete "I" before Table 3

Line 305..."Source: Calculated from Field Survey, 2014."... Insert spacing after Source: Calculated...

Lines 331, 333, 334, and 337..."labour"...change to labor

Line 333 ...avoidance of disease causing conditions lowering the costs of labour will increase the net returns of the...change spacing "costs of labor"

Line 334 ..."battery poultry farmers. Similarly, The coefficients of cost of labour (X₄), cost of electricity (X₅) and cost of"

Change to "the coefficient of cost of labor"

Lines 347 and 358..."Cost of labour...change to Cost of labor

Line 363 ...4. CONCLUSIONS spacing...4. CONCLUSIONS

Line 368..."labour" change to labor

Line 384..."hygiene practices in order to minimize their expenses on drugs and reduce mortality rate drastically. The"...change spacing ..."on drugs"

Check REFERENCES for consistency and spacing...

Example:


Author Feedback:

The mean age is 45.10 9 was mistakenly typed for 5

Other corrections effected